
The first way to assess test reliability is to determine if the test scores significantly change when the same person is re-
tested. The IVA+Plus Reliability study shows very small practice effects for the subjects who completed the IVA+Plus
on two separate occasions. Only the Full Scale and Visual Attention quotient scores significantly changed (p<.03 and
p<.003, respectively). The other four global scales showed no significant practice effect change.  it needs to be noted
that the Full Scale Attention (FAQ) quotient score improved by a mean of 2 points and the improvement for the Visual
Attention (VAQ) quotient was 3 points on average.  This increase of between two to three quotient points is the same
practice effect reported in various studies for the WISC-III Verbal IQ test scores. The WISC-III Performance IQ test
scores had a much greater practice effect of 11-13 points.  Thus, the IVA+Plus quotient scores showed very little
change on the second test administration and the change observed was less than what has been observed in re-test-
ing of IQ.

Table 1. The Means and SD of IVA+Plus Composite Quotient Scores for Test 1 (T1) and Test 2 (T2)

Scale     Mean T1    Std Dev        Mean T2     Std Dev

FRCQ     101.12       13.53             103.41         13.50
ARCQ     101.94       13.70             103.32         14.25
VRCQ     100.17       13.58             102.88         14.77
FAQ       104.43       10.85             106.72         12.97
AAQ       104.54       11.07             105.64         14.04
VAQ       103.69       12.10             106.83         11.88

A second way to assess a test's reliability is to examine the scale score correlations between the two test administra-
tions. All of the correlations between the two IVA+Plus test administrations were significant for the Global scales and
for all except one of the key primary scales. These correlations were rated as Strong for the Global Attention scales
FAQ, AAQ and VAQ (.66 to .75) and mild to moderate for the Response control scales (.37 to .41). Almost all of the
main key primary scales had strong correlations (.52 to .88), but the two Stamina scales both had weak correlations
(.18 to .26). On the second test administration the subjects probably lost interest in maintaining their effort and were
slower in their reaction time as the test proceeded.  It was the Stamina scale that loads on the Global Response Con-
trol scales and accounts for being lower. Thus, the scale quotient score changes and the overall correlation test re-test
findings support that the IVA+Plus has good test reliability.

Table 3. The Pearson r for the Test-Retest of the IVA+Plus Composite Quotient Scores

Scale     Corr.         Sig. 

FRCQ     0.41         p<.01
ARCQ     0.39         p<.01
VRCQ     0.37         p<.01
FAQ       0.74         p<.01
AAQ       0.66         p<.01
VAQ       0.75         p<.01
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